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2) already in use at 1 library
Why a new tool?
1) BSI UDC Online not adequate
for our needs: no link with the
collection
2) thesaurus not 100% practical
either (punctuation, out of sync
with current UDC...) 
Merging 10 libraries, looking
for a uniform book classification
for our shelves 
The Pavlovian solution
Let's build a database!
Django to the rescue
a.k.a the Web 
framework for 
ponies with magical 
powers
The Web framework 









Active community at EPFL
Search for UDC classes
and books from the collection
Class code and title










… see similar books
and how they were
classified. 
Other features
● Feeds the library's public web site
● Can be used to print library signs
● Adaptable to other classification schemes 
(Math. Subj. Classification)
● Read­write access using EPFL's Single 
Sign­On system
What it taught me
● Using the right tools makes your life easy 
and fun
● Django turned an annoying problem into 
an opportunity for added­value services
● Django + NLTK = quick development of 
natural­language database interfaces
